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Rock Art

Intro to SA Reference
South Africa has
one of the richest
collections of rock
art in the world!
Bushman paintings
are found all over
South Africa, with most
of them being in the
Drakensberg where
there are 45 000
individual paintings
in about 800 caves.

South Africa not only has
paintings, but in the interior
and drier regions you can
also find engravings
on rocks.

Be a rock artist!
Bushmen used whatever they found in nature
to make their paints. They experimented with
different things to find paint that worked.
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What paints from nature can you come up with?
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Experiment with the different things
you have found. Mix some together, add
different amounts of water to see what
paint you can make. Egg white can be used
to make different thicknesses of paint.

Have a look around your area for things
in nature that you can use to make
paints and paint brushes. For the paints,
look for things like:
 c
 oloured berries or leaves that can be
crushed.
 C
 oloured rocks - especially red or
yellow ones. If they are soft enough
they can be scratched or ground to
make a powder.
 Charcoal from a fire.
 White clay.
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For the paint
brushes, look
for things such
as different
grasses, twigs
or feathers
that could be
used to make
different
thicknesses of
paint brushes.
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Once you have
a couple of
different colour
paints and some
paint brushes, find
a piece of rock and
make your own
rock art.

What’s Happening Here?
The yellow and
red colours
were mainly
made from soil
or rocks with
iron in it.

Bushmen
used various
ingredients in
their paints.

Black paint
was made from
charcoal and
white paint from
white clay or bird
droppings.

Soil or rock
pigment
(colouring for
paint) is called
ochre.

They often used
egg white to
preserve the
paintings.
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More than just a picture
The paintings had
deep spiritual
meaning for the
Bushmen, also known
as the San.

Game Pass Shelter
at Kamberg (in the
Drakensberg) is
world famous for
its paintings of
eland. There is one
painting called the
"Rosetta Stone of
Rock Art" that has
given scientists the
key to understanding
Bushman paintings.

Photo by Jeremy Williamson

Blood from the eland
antelope was used in
the paintings to give
them spiritual power.

careers:
Archaeologists

curriculum
links

study what humans did in the
past. This is often done by
digging up old ruins to find out
how they lived, but it can also
mean studying Rock Art to find
out about the culture, beliefs
and lives of the people who
painted the pictures.

 GRADE 7: Natura
l Science: Matte
r
and Materials –
Properties of
materials; Histor
y: Co-operation
and
conflict on the fr
ontiers of the Ca
pe
Colony in the ea
rly 19th century.
 GRADE 9: Visual
Arts: observatio
n
interpretation of
global visual
world; Natural Sc
ience: Matter an
d
Materials – Reac
tions of metals
wi
th
oxygen.

Tour guides
have learned all about the Rock
Art paintings and pass that
information onto the many
tourists who come and view them
every year. They have to be
very knowledgeable about the
paintings and lives of the San
people to be able to answer the
questions asked by the tourists.

Archeologists dig for clues about
our past.
Pic: commons.wikimedia.org - Muhammad Zahir

 GRADE 10, 11 &
12: Tourism: Tour
ism
attractions, Cultu
re and Heritage;
Sustainable and
responsible tour
ism

puzzle your mind!!!
DENAL
Un-scramble
these words to
find places and
things to do
with rock art.
The clues will
help you.
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Answers: Kamberg; archeology; bushmen; ochre; eland; egg white; charcoal

Start your own Science Spaza
Do you want to start a science club at your school? Send us the
following information, and Science Spaza will contact you.

We want your
feedback!
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Send us a photo
of the rock art
painting that you
made.
Tell us how you
made your different
colour paints.
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Visit www.sciencespaza.org, email info@sciencespaza.org, sms or WhatsApp us
on 076 173 7130 or write to us at PO Box 22106, Mayor’s Walk, 3208.
This Science Spaza resource was produced for the National Science Week celebrations of Science for Sustainable Tourism. National Science Week is an initiative of the
Department of Science and Technology (DST). It is implemented by the South African Agency for Science and Technology Advancement (SAASTA), a business unit of the
National Research Foundation. For more information visit www.saasta.ac.za

Science Spaza is managed under the auspices of the YAZI Centre for Science and Society
in Africa (NPC-K2015047709, Non-Profit Organisation 151-830 NPO). www.yazi.org.za

